


Welcome Reception 
& Show Party

Tuesday, February 2, 2016
 NASCAR Hall of Fame

5:00-7:30

2016 Show Schedule
Wednesday, February 3    
• Show Education
• Show Floor Open 10:00 am-2:00 pm

Monday, February 1   
• Hayward Training
• ISPSC Course
• Pool Studio/Vizterra Training

Tuesday, February 2         
• Show Education
• Show Floor Open 11:00am-4:30pm
• Show Party FREE Nascar Hall of  Fame

2016 Sponsors

It’s back! The 2015 Show Party at the NASCAR HALL OF FAME was so much 
fun we decided to bring the excitement back for one more year.  Attendees will be 
able to test their driving skills in the NASCAR Simulators and go up against the PIT 
ROW CHALLENGE between 5-6. Cocktails and dinner will be served 5:00-7:30.  

Free for all Attendees!
2016 Exhibit Floor Hours

Tuesday, Feruary 2...................................................11:00 am - 4:30 pm
Wednesday, February 3.........................................10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Walk the largest Pool & Spa Industry Trade Show in the Southeast for FREE! 
This is a great opportunity to meet one on one with industry contacts early in the year.

The 2016 Southeast Pool & Spa Show- 
What’s in it for you?

Find everything you need to advance your business in 2016 
at the Southeast Pool & Spa Show:

Explore new products & vendors – connect face-to-face with the people behind the products 
your customers need.

Dynamic, interactive Show Floor with scheduled demos both days

Get educated! Over 20 show courses offered over two days, covering topics for owners and 
managers to sales technician to retail store fronts.

Two days of  networking opportunities and a chance to reconnect with current 
business associates.

Discover new products and money-saving deals through exhibitor show specials and discounts



Manufacturer & Specialized Training

Hayward Training Day
Cost:       $25 pp, Free to registered Totally Hayward Dealers
Reservations:  www.southeastshow.com/education to register
Registration:  Contact your local Hayward DSM (email or call) as he will know who is and isn’t 
  a Totally Hayward dealer.

This course is part of  the Hayward Regional Training Seminar. The seminar will start with technical training in 
the morning; New sales generating programs after lunch.  Topics covered include: Variable Speed Pumps, UV 
and Ozone Systems, more TBD (perhaps gas heater, salt systems, or lighting design)

Space is limited so register early.

   Monday, February 1           9:00 am - 5:00 pm

To attend any of  the following Show Education courses, except for the ones marked as FREE, you must buy 
an Education Pass. Attendees can purchase a pass either online at www.southeastshow.com or on Show Site. 
Cost for an Education Pass is $50 per person and covers entry into ALL of  the Show Education. Monday 
courses are not covered by the Education Pass

Education Pass Courses

Pool Studio Training: Fundamentals
Tutor:       Rapp, J.R. Rapp Structure Studios
Cost:      No Charge for Structure Studio Clients.  Call for pricing if  not a member

Structure Studios is pleased to extend to you a personal invitation to attend Pool Studio & VizTerra Training: 
Fundamentals. This fundamental class is intended for new Structure Studio clients, or anyone interested in 
learning the basics of  Pool Studio & VizTerra  

ATTENDING THIS WORKSHOP WILL ENABLE YOU TO...
Get started with Pool Studio & VizTerra’s quick and easy system. Complete your projects in less time.  Use 
VizTerra & Pool Studio’s 3D presentation technology to increase your profi ts. Use our diverse support options 
to ensure your continued success.

GET THE MOST OUT OF TRAINING!  In order to fully benefi t from the class, you will want to 
make sure you are completely ready to attend your class. Please read all of  the following steps carefully. If  you 
have any questions, our technical support will be happy to help you. It is very important that you are prepared 
before your scheduled training begins.  

If  you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to call Structure Studios at 800.778.8996.

THE ISPSC: WHAT IT MEANS TO YOUR BUSINESS
Presenters: 

Cost: *Free*

Developed jointly with APSP and the International Code Council (ICC), the ISPSC establishes minimum 
regulations for public and residential pools, spas, and hot tubs, using prescriptive and performance-related 
provisions. Code inspectors will rely heavily on this additional information when issuing permits.  The ISPSC 
is currently being implemented in the state of  GA and will rapidly be implemented in nearby states in 2016.   
Whether you live in Georgia or not, every business learning the changes and additions to this code as it will 
affect your business.

What is the ISPSC? Developed jointly with APSP and the International Code Council (ICC), the ISPSC 
establishes minimum regulations for public and residential pools, spas, and hot tubs, using prescriptive and 
performance-related provisions.  It combines the relevant provisions of  the International Residential Code 
(IRC), International Building Code (IBC), International Plumbing Code (IPC), International Mechanical Code 
(IMC), and APSP standards, serving as a fully-integrated document for pool and spa safety.

Carvin DiGiovanni, Vice President of  Standards and Technical, APSP; Shawn Still, 
Dir. Of  Government Affairs, GA Chapter of  APSP, and CEO, Olympic Pool Plastering; 
Steve Barnes, Chairman of  ANSI/APSP-16 & Director of  Science and Compliance, 
AquaStar Pool Products

   Monday, February 1           1:00 pm - 5:00 pm



5 Things Retailers Need to Be Doing and How to Do Them
Dennis Gray, Backyard Brands
Cost:  Education Pass

This seminar will discuss strategies to help retailers face the challenges the professional pool and hot tub dealer 
faces today as well as action steps for each of  the strategies. These strategies include:

1. Strategy Prime: Stop Playing the Game to Enemies Advantage.  2. Weapons: Get back to advocating limited 
access and superior system solutions. 3. Tactics: Address and satisfy Unsatisfied Needs 4. Focus: Create 
Exceptional & Personalized Customer Experiences and 5. Commit: If  you wanna win, you gotta act.  This will 
be an interactive training course that every retailer needs to attend!

COPING 101- DOING IT RIGHT FROM THE START
David Rethemeyer, President, Federal Stone
Cost:  Education Pass

Regardless of  Commercial or Residential, whether a new project or renovating an existing pool, precast coping 
adds a beautiful touch, as well as, safety to your project, if  done right! In this course, the student will learn 
how to “size up” a job, learn how to measure the radii by use of  The RadiusChart tool.  You’ll get practical 
advice from what we’ve learned over the past fifty years, as well as, what Professional Engineers have taught us 
with regards to structural issues and concern with the bond beam! We’ll also have a running discussion about 
common installation mistakes and how to avoid them. So, bring your questions and photos of  problems (and 
successes) to share with the group and find resolution to your must nagging issues.

MEASURING FOR INGROUND VINYL LINERS
Kim Mitten, Tara Manufacturing
Cost:  Education Pass

This seminar will present a comprehensive explanation of  all aspects of  vinyl liner installation to get a perfect 
fit every time. Learn techniques and methods on how to properly measure custom free-form and irregularly 
shaped pools. Additionally, learn to set liners with a wrinkle-free fit, making your company more profitable by 
recognizing and eliminating common measuring mistakes.

VGB - IS YOUR WORK UP TO CODE?
Steve Barnes, Director of  Science & Compliance, AquaStar Pool Products
Cost:  *Free*

Attention public pool designers, engineers, architects, and pool inspectors and practically anyone who designs, 
certifies or inspects large “field build outlets”: There are a number of  new standards and laws going into effect 
in 2016 that will affect how you do your job! Find out what the CPSC is doing to enforce that expired drain 
covers be replaced. Find out why most companies probably won’t be equipped to do their job after the Federal 
Law is updated in 2016. Hear this as well as more VGB updates directly from the Chairman of  the Standard, 
Steve Barnes.

   Tuesday, February 2           10:45 am - 12:15 pm

THE RETAIL MARKETPLACE EDGE: ONE ON ONE PROFESSIONAL TESTING
Gigi Carter, Lonza
Cost:  Education Pass

We hear all the time about how the Internet is taking over the brick and mortar business as well as what the 
Mass is doing to all the retailers. But retailers have an advantage: the one on one professional water testing 
and consult has been, and always will be, the edge that retailers have over other channels. This workshop is 
designed to help retailers bring back what is important: water testing. Learn how to physically present the 
importance of  water testing to your customers.  Water testing isn’t new anymore, we have just forgotten how 
to promote it!

FIBERGLASS SWIMMING POOLS: What’s the Advantage & How to Install 
Bill Kjamis, Founder Thursday Pools & Ed Vondell, Co-owner Thursday Pools
Cost:  Education Pass

This course will cover the A-Z of  Fiberglass Pools! Understanding your product is a key to selling and installing 
it. But what about servicing Fiberglass pools? Starting with an overview of  the growth in popularity of  the 
fiberglass pool, attendees will learn about the manufacturing process as well as insight on Installation Best 
Practices. This seminar will also teach attendees the technical properties that carry over to successfully servicing 
and maintaining them.

HYDRAULICS AND PUMPS
Keith Roberts, National Trainer, Hayward 
Cost: Education Pass

With the challenges of  today’s swimming pool market, this seminar will provide the attendee the necessary 
skills to evaluate existing pool and equipment pad hydraulic performance. The attendee will learn the basics of  
calculating pool volume and how to determine proper turnover rates (Gallons per Minute) and the turnover 
time required based on the existing circulation system. Through the use of  pressure and vacuum gauges, Total 
Dynamic Head will be determined and a pump curve will be established. With this 
information the attendee will learn how to properly select a pump, and how to size 
hydraulics for the popular variable speed pumps to sufficiently supply and support the 
performance of  said pumps.

Water Chemistry-The Fundamentals  FREE COURSE 
Rick January, Trainer, Lonza
Cost: *Free*

Emphasis on sanitizer levels and ph monitoring is well-known by most operators and service people. What 
is less well understood is how dependent successful pool management is on proper operation of  filters, 
circulation and other areas of  chemical control. This seminar will demonstrate that proper control of  all three 
factors: chemical, biological, and physical is needed to provide healthy clean water. At the conclusion of  the 
seminar the service person or operator will understand how each of  these key factors interrelates with and 
helps control the others. Additional knowledge will be gained in how to correct unbalanced water and utilize 
other tools such as algaecides and sequestering agents to improve overall water quality.

   Tuesday, February 2             9:00 am - 10:30 am



ALGAE- IDENTIFYING AND ELIMINATING IT
Chris Marcano, Natural Chemistry
Cost: Education Pass

This course will provide an in depth look into the various types of  algae and the conditions they need to thrive 
in.  Learn the circumstances that lead to an algae bloom and the sources of  algae, the best ways to rid a pool 
of  a live bloom, how algaecides actually work and how best to create an environment in the pool where algae 
cannot grow.

   Wednesday, February 3        9:00 am - 10:30 am

ENERGY EFFICIENCY USING ADVANCED HYDRAULICS & EQUIPMENT
Steve Barnes, Director of  Science & Compliance, AquaStar Pool Products
Cost: Education Pass
Note: Due to the material covered, this is a three-hour course.

Hydraulic efficiency is proving to be as big, if  not a bigger subject than multi-speed pumps, with the potential 
to change pool hydraulics forever. Everyone is basically using data from before 1970 and it doesn’t hold up 
to modern scrutiny. Back then it really didn’t matter, if  they hydraulic design and circulation system didn’t 
work, we used to install a bigger pump. We know now that adds $5k - $20k to the annual operating cost of  
large public pools! Learn the real, current data on hydraulic pumps! This course will also review an in-depth 
before and after retrofit energy audit that clearly proves where and how energy savings can be achieve without 
impacting water quality, and while staying within existing public health codes. Don’t miss Steve Barnes’ discuss 
game changing research results that he has exclusive rights to present.

LAUNCHING YOUR OWN POOL E-COMMERCE WEBSITE & ENGAGING IN 
YOUR EXISITING & NEW CUSTOMERS THROUGH THIS DIGITAL MEDIUM
Mike Miller, Miller Davis, Inc
Cost: Education Pass
Learn what you need to know and do to launch your own ecommerce website not to just sell and ship but to 
engage your existing customers.  Touch and Connect with your customers and prospects through a combined 
Digital and Traditional marketing mediums.  Make your business accessible 24/7 without having your doors 
open.   Mike Miller, President of  Miller Davis, will share insights and strategies with attendees on early 
engagement strategies like growing the number prospects through Social Media and other marketing channels.  
He will also share how to proactively use SEO to push your website higher in the rankings.  Miller Davis is a 
full service advertising and marketing agency that specializes in the Pool Industry and 
host and markets over 1500 websites for Pool Dealers throughout the country.  Mike 
has been actively working and marketing in the industry for 18 years.

Waterproofing: The Cornerstone of Longevity and Performance
Dennis Chapman, President, Valcon Industries
Cost:  Education Pass
This is a repeat of  the course being held Tuesday at the same time slot.

We will discuss the importance of  waterproofing with proper procedures and why all aspects of  the vessels, 
all types, must be protected in order to stop the migration of  water to other areas.  This seminar should be 
attended by all who have experienced problems with efflorescence and delamination of  surfaces due to water.

   Wednesday, February 3       9:00 am - 12:00 pm

WATER CHEMISTRY- BEYOND THE BASICS 
Rick Weber, Trainer, Lonza
Cost:  Education Pass
Note: Due to the material covered, this is a three-hour course.

This seminar will begin by covering the information that is discussed in the Basic Water Chemistry seminar 
and move beyond that level. It goes into more details in areas of  filtration equipment, specialty chemicals, 
interrelationships of  chemical readings, and more. Due to the significant amount of  information to cover we 
have set aside three hours. A Double Time Slot! Lengthier discussions will be spent on: filters, their differences 
and advantages/disadvantages among them, types of  enzymes and what they do and why they work well 
together, how to adjust water that is out of  balance, how and when CYA affects total alkalinity readings, how 
chlorine works and the different types of  combined chlorine, how to select the right algaecide, phosphates and 
their role in pool chemistry, good and bad.

AUTOMATIC POOL COVER OPTIONS AND UPDATES IN TODAY’S MARKETPLACE
Bruce Thompson, CoverStar
Cost:  Education Pass

This seminar will start with an in-depth discussions on the latest & most updated products and/or options 
for available for builders today. This will cover a wide variety of  products, technical items & all methods of  
construction. Bruce will be able to assist you with questions and/or concerns involving Automatic Pool Covers.

Alternative SANITIZERS- 
ADVANCED OXIDATION IN POOL WATER Disinfection
Nick Frances, Chief  Technology Officer, ClearComfort
Cost:  Education Pass

Advanced oxidation like UV, ozone and hydroxyl-based systems have become more commonplace in 
commercial and residential pools. Pool service companies and pool builders looking to grow their businesses 
need to consider the impact of  these new technologies on swimmer safety and enjoyment. Additionally, 
business owners need to consider how these technologies impact sales, service and maintenance. This session 
will explore existing advanced oxidation offerings and how they achieve these objectives. This session will teach 
pool professionals how to develop successful adoption guidelines and set customer expectations.



   Wednesday, February 3        10:45 am - 12:15 pm

Waterproofing: The Cornerstone of Longevity and Performance
Dennis Chapman, President, Valcon Industries
Cost:  Education Pass

We will discuss the importance of  waterproofi ng with proper procedures and why all aspects of  the vessels, 
all types, must be protected in order to stop the migration of  water to other areas.  This seminar should be 
attended by all who have experienced problems with effl orescence and delamination of  surfaces due to water.

CLEAN LIGHT TECHNOLOGY- Using UV-C Sanitation
Dan TiIllman, National Sale Manager, Delta UVC
ost: Education Pass

Ultraviolet technology is not a new concept, in fact, manufacturers have over 80 years experience in pool 
& spa UV treatment. Yet, it is new to many people in the industry. In this seminar, the attendee will learn 
what Ultraviolet is as well as the basic rules of  Ultraviolet technology.  Students will leave the class with an 
understanding of  installation and maintenance of  UV Technology as well as the benefi ts of  using Ultraviolet.  
Learn why UV is not only better for your customers, but for the environment too!

The Charlotte Convention Center is located in Uptown Charlotte and just minutes 20 minutes 
from the Charlotte Airport. It is connected to the NASCAR Hall of  Fame via an enclosed 

walkway and just blocks from Bank of  America Stadium.

Host Hotels...We have secured a special rate for attendees and exhibitors at the Southeast Pool 
and Spa Show at the following hotels. Be sure to ask for the Southeast Show rate.

Hotel & Travel

To register online go to www.southeastshow.com. 
Questions? Contact the Show O�  ce at info@southeastshow.com or 630.308.1363.

Hotel:
Room Rate:
Reservations:
Address:

Hilton Garden Inn Charlotte Uptown
$179/per night
(704) 887-4088
Across the street from Convention Center

Hotel:
Room Rate:
Reservations:
Address:

Hampton Inn Charlotte-Uptown
$159/per night
(704) 887-4088
530 E. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Charlotte, North Carolina 28202

2016 Exhibiting Companies (As of 12/10/15)

A&A Manufacturing
Air Supply Blowers
Aladdin 
Alaglas Pools
Anderson Man
Aquabond 
AquaChek ETS  
AquaComfort Heat Pumps
AquaFinesse
AquaProducts
AquaSalt
AquaTherm
Backyard Brands
Barrier Reef
Bi-Dex 
Bierman Sales
Bobé Fire and Water 
Features
BullFrog Spas
Carvin Pool Equip
Century Motors
Classic Pool, Tile & Stone
Classic Tile & Design
Confer Plastics 
Cover Pools
Deck O Seal
Delta UV

Diversifi ed Pool Products
Dover Vinyl 
Easy Care Products
Endurance Pool Products   
Federal Stone
Garrett Liners
Hayward
ICT
Imperial Pools
Industrial Test Systems
Inter-Fab  
Intermatic
Jack’s Magic
Jacuzzi
King Technology 
LaMotte
Latham
Leaf  Bone
Lonza
LoopLoc
Maytronics
Meyco Pool Covers
Pal Lighting
Palintest

Paramount
PoolCorp
poolFORCE
PoolTrac
PreMix Marbletite Plaster
Pristine Blue
Raypak
Rico Rock 
RolaChem 
RWB
Schedfast
SGM
SGS Salt Generators
Smart Pool Products  
Southeastern Group
SE Leisure Group
Speck Pumps- Badu Jets
Stegmeier
Stetson
Sun Fiberglass
Tara Manufacturing
Taylor Technologies
Thursday Pools
US Motors
Valcon 
WEK Assoc
Wet Edge

SALT GENERATION- IMPORTANCE & PROPER 
Keith Roberts, Trainer, Hayward
Cost:  Education Pass

The pool and spa industry has seen an increased demand for salt chlorine generation from consumers due to 
lower pool sanitizer operating costs, elimination of  chlorine transportation hazards, and improved and more 
robust systems for the pool market. However, the pool dealers need to recognize that there are pitfalls in not 
educating the consumer on proper use and pitfalls in possible installation issues. Attend this seminar to learn 
proper installation cautions with regard to cell positioning and control wiring to prevent damage to pool 
equipment and the pool fi nishes. The seminar will also explore maintenance and troubleshooting techniques 
for salt chlorine generation.

DIVE INTO SOLAR HEATING
Dave Sizelove, Aquatherm Industries
Cost: Education Pass
This course will increase the awareness of  solar pool heating and its benefi ts, as well as educate contractors 
on solid installation practices. Students will discuss and troubleshoot common and not so common issues that 
arise during the process. Attendees will leave the course with selling strategies and marketing ideas that they will 
be able to incorporate into their current business model.




